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Zoo Nooz
Introduction

WELCOME

2019 is set to be another busy year for DZG with £1m committed to funding
a number of exciting projects.
We began the year with an exceptional February half term which saw us
achieve record breaking numbers as we welcomed a grand total of 27,960
people on site. I’ve worked here for over three decades and don’t think I’ve
seen as good a week as we had, not even in August.
Over four days (Thursday – Sunday) we clocked 19,537 visitors through our
gates, beating the whole of February half term when 15,612 made the trip
and to cope with the demand we made the decision to keep the site open
later. The visitor numbers were incredible and it was so nice to see people
coming out to enjoy the stunning weather and enjoy a family day out at the
zoo.
Our plans to construct a new tiger house and extend their outdoor area in
2018 have been pushed so far behind schedule because of delays in
acquiring planning permission that we are having to amend the build
timetable and now intend to undertake the work from this September.
We’ll be undertaking this major project at the same time as bringing the
Bear Ravine back into use, which was the 2018 winning public vote option.
We’re currently developing plans, but to ensure we can design the house to
provide optimum accommodation for the animals without compromising
our architectural heritage of this iconic Listed Tecton structure, we will be
building the housing at the far end of the enclosure where the existing
timber shed is sited. The inclusion of an area of the hillside behind the
exhibit will increase the space available and create a more varied terrain
for the animals. Similar to the tiger development, we would envisage the
animals to be in these areas for Easter next year.
Opening Easter this year will be our new look Lemur Wood. Over the past
decade our walkthrough exhibit has proved one of our most popular areas
with visitors and this continual wear and tear has added to the general
deterioration of its fences and pathways. Plans are underway to not only
bring the area back into a good state of repair; we aim to improve certain
areas that have caused customers disappointment previously. These include
creating a large flat area by the entrance for customers with mobility issues,
install indoor handwashing facilities adjacent to the entrance and improve
the quality of floor surfaces of the paths and steps. The creation of new
areas for signage and sculptures will enable the Zoo to display information
regarding the good work undertaken by the Lemur Conservation
Association (AEECL) to address the threats risks facing Madagascan wildlife.
The Zoo assists with the funding of AEECL and we also provide salary
support for 12 community teachers, with local villagers paying the rest.
For the summer holidays we aim to build a large indoor play facility adjacent
to the entrance that will include timber climbing equipment designed for
pre-teens, toilets (including for ‘Adult Complex Care’) and catering facilities.
Working with animals yields a range of highs and lows, with the
circumstances that preceded the death of Margaash, our male snow
leopard at the end of last year, standing out as one of the saddest in the
history of DZG. Over the weeks following the incident, it became apparent
that even though we explained that tranquilising was not a safe option due
to the amount of time it takes for the drugs to take effect, there were
keyboard warriors claiming that darts can work within a minute.
I would like to assure members that if these armchair experts were correct
and darting him had been a viable option, we would have been overjoyed
to do so. We acknowledge what went wrong; we are determined to learn
from the mistakes and in order to start moving forward, we intend to
increase our support for snow leopard conservation.

Zoo Director
Derek Grove, Zoo Director

Get in touch

Share your stories and
pictures with us and we’ll
print the best ones.......
dudleyzoo
@dudleyzoo
admin@dudleyzoo.org.uk
Castle Hill
Dudley
DY1 4QF
T: 01384 215313
www.dudleyzoo.org.uk
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Animal in FOCUS
Lilac-breasted roller
Coracias caudatus

did you know?
Lilac-breasted roller (Coracias caudatus) is a species of roller widespread in sub-Saharan Africa,
especially in eastern and southern Africa. This is an unmistakable bird known for its colours and
attractive looks.
The name roller comes from its flying courtship ritual where the males dive with a rolling motion
to impress a female. Like all rollers, they are highly acrobatic and agile when flying and even breed
in flight.
The lilac-breasted roller is mostly found in open areas with sparsely distributed acacia trees. Bushy
savannahs, open, rolling hills, and open woodlands are also common habitats. It has also been found
on cultivated land but is rarely found associated with human habitation. Lilac-breasted rollers are
often seen perched on open branches in dead trees and power lines high up looking for prey below,
which they swoop down and catch on the ground. The diet consists mainly of invertebrates, small
reptiles, amphibians, as well as small rodents and birds. This species have actually found a way to
overcome and utilize wildfires by actively hunting prey fleeing the fire on the ground.
Have you had the pleasure of witnessing one in flight? That flash of vivid blue will stay with you
forever!
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A pair of animal lovers have fallen
in love with DZG, taking part in a
variety of animal experiences to
celebrate their anniversary.

Animal lovers Lara O’Toole and Lee Brookes
After being set up on a blind date 11 years-ago and bonding over their love of art, music and animals,
Lara O’Toole and Lee Brookes, both aged 31, decided one year to mark their meeting with a trip to
Dudley Zoo and loved it so much they’ve kept coming back!
And since 2017 the couple have treated each other to an animal experience and so far have met Taïga
the snow leopard, Sumatran tiger, Daseep, they’ve trained Oba the Patagonian sealion and been kissed
by Tanya and fed Sprout, Jazz, Jorong and Benji and Bornean orangutans and even heard a lion roar for
the first time when they met Jetpur, our late male Asiatic lion.
Lara from Moseley, said: “They have been some of the best experiences we’ve had and it’s great to
meet the amazing animals and get lots of detailed information from the keepers, especially about
conservation efforts and really get to know all the cheeky characters of the animals we’ve met.”
And the animal meet and greets aren’t the only tradition the couple have started, as they also make
sure their visit ends in the Safari Shop, where Lee, from West Bromwich, buys Lara a small cuddly toy
of the animal they’ve met that day.
Lara added: “We also only own animal mugs, so a cuddly toy and a mug is the go to gift and the tote
bags are so useful. It’s all for a good cause, we absolutely love it!”
And future plans include a chimp meet and greet, a tickle a tapir experience, a giraffe meet and greet, a
Zoo Keeper for a day experience and they’d love to have their wedding reception here too!
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We’re putting the
final touches to a
brand new DZG
guidebook and
we’re giving you
an exclusive look!

Our eight reindeer girls
are shedding their
antlers – but this year
it’s happening just a
bit earlier than normal.
Assistant Curator Jay Haywood said it’s all because we don’t have
any pregnancies in the female-only herd at this time.
Jay said: “Males of almost all deer species grow antlers, but only
female reindeer grow them too.
“Antlers make females more dominate over other reindeer and they
would use them in the wild specifically for searching for food under
snow while they were pregnant.
“We typically expect our girls to drop their antlers in late spring early
summer after they would have given birth in May time, but because
we haven’t got any pregnant females at this time, as we haven’t got
any males, they’re dropping them now.”
The whole shedding process takes between two to three weeks, but
the antlers will both drop off within a few hours of each other.

Set to hit the shelves of the Safari Shop for Easter,
priced £3.00 the A5-sized book has been designed
by Rachel Lane our in-house graphic designer and
includes a pull out site map, which will help you
discover the world’s rarest animals around the
40-acre site.
Marketing Manager Andrea Hales said: “It’s been
almost two decades since we last had an official
souvenir guide all about the zoo and castle and this
bumper 60-plus page book is packed full of
fascinating facts designed to help you get the most
out of your zoo day.”
With comprehensive animal fact files alongside
colourful images of our exotic creatures, you’ll be
able to read all about our ongoing in-situ and
ex-situ conservation commitments.
And that’s not all as you’ll also be able to learn about
our zoo history and the 11th century castle in the
heart of the zoological gardens, plus discover more
about our 12 iconic listed Tectons.
We’ll announce when its’s ready to buy on our website
and social media pages, so make sure you purchase
your copy as all money raised through the sales will be
ploughed right back into our vital conservation work.
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We use the shed reindeer antlers as enrichment for our rodent
species – as it’s great for their teeth, as well as using them in
educational workshops.
However, it won’t be long before the girls get new headgear as the
antlers will soon begin to re-grow from an attachment point on the
skull called a pedicle and they’ll come back larger each year –
potentially reaching up to 50cm long.
As they grow, skin, blood vessels and soft fur, known as velvet cover
the developing soft antlers, protecting them until they mineralise
and harden. Once fully grown, the velvet dries up and drops off to
reveal the toughened bone underneath, before the cycle begins
all over again!
STOP PRESS: We’re awaiting the arrival of a new male reindeer in
time for this year’s breeding season, so expect the pitter patter
of tiny hooves next spring!

ley
Georgina Hemins
Trainee keeper with shed Antlers

Keeper Cheyenne Darkins
Injection training with Dave

Keeper Cheyenne Darkins is
hard at work training our three
Carpathian lynx and Dave is
proving to be her star pupil.
The seven-year-old lynx is excelling at the target training sessions, so much so he’s flying ahead of Daisy and son,
Dakota who are still only getting to grips with the basics.
Cheyenne said: “I started the basic training with all three cats about four months ago, getting them to touch a
wooden target with their nose and hold for five seconds until I click a button and reward them with a chunk of meat.
“I’ve also been able to get them to step onto weighing scales using the target training which is helping us monitor
their health, but it’s Dave who is progressing massively and I’ve been able to move onto injection training with him,
which will hopefully help should they require any veterinary intervention in the future.”
As part of the medical training, Cheyenne brings Dave to the corner of his enclosure, getting him to lie down between
the mesh and a strategically placed log for a minute, while one keeper holds the target and feeds him treats, allowing
a second person to administer the injection.
For the training process a keeper uses a needleless syringe to gently press Dave in his thigh, so he gets used to the
feeling and method, before he gets rewarded with his favourite meaty treat again.
And training sessions are kept short and sweet, only around 10 minutes long twice a week, so the animals don’t lose
momentum.
Cheyenne added: “I’m really pleased with how Dave is doing, he picks things up so quickly and is almost ready to
move on to another level, such as either opening his mouth on command, or holding his paw up against the mesh
so we can check that.
“Training takes a while and will continue to be an ongoing process with all three, but it has lots of benefits for them
in the long run.”
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Help at hand for
rare species

Ever heard of a helmeted hornbill, come across a Tasmanian devil or perhaps a pangolin?
These extremely endangered species are rarely kept in captivity but Dudley Zoo wants to
play its part in supporting projects working to protect them. Bosses at the Castle Hill
attraction have already vowed to back programmes conserving all three species – but
which one gets the most money will be decided by our visitors. We’ve pledged to donate
£12,000 in total, with the scheme that gets the most visitor votes receiving £10,000 (made
up of a £2,000 donation each year for five years) and the other two projects each being
given a one-off payment of £1,000. All visitors who add the 10 per cent voluntary Gift Aid
donation to their zoo entrance fee throughout 2019 will be given a token to insert into one
of three boxes in the Safari Shop until December 31.
Here we take a closer look at the three hugely worthy conservation projects:

Helmeted Hornbill –
Rhinoplax vigil
The eye-catching Helmeted Hornbill is a
critically endangered bird with a relatively
short bill and a distinctive red helmet or
casque. Humans have used tail-feathers,
heads and casques of the Helmeted Hornbill
for centuries, as decorations and for
ceremonies. Occurring in five states across
the Sunda sub-region, the Helmeted Hornbill
can be found in Myanmar, Thailand, Malaysia,
Brunei and Indonesia. It is already considered
extinct in Singapore. Now the Helmeted
Hornbill Working Group, formalised under
the IUCN SSC Hornbill Specialist Group,
has launched a 10-year conservation
strategy and action plan to prevent
hunting and introduce better law enforcement
to crack down on the illegal trade across Asia.
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Pangolin - Manis
Pangolins, or scaly anteaters as they are
otherwise known, are unique mammals
covered in hard scales. They survive almost
exclusively on ants and termites and are
predominantly nocturnal and elusive
mammals. They are poached and illegally
traded in huge numbers in Asia, while in
Africa they are hunted for bushmeat and
use in traditional African medicine. And there
is worrying evidence suggesting African
pangolins and their derivatives are being
targeted for trade to Asian markets too.
Dudley Zoo’s support will help the IUCN SSC
Pangolin Specialist Group conserve
pangolins – the world’s most illegally
trafficked animal for food and traditional
medicines. The group plans to boost
conservation research, create wild strongholds,
change international legislation and help
re-educate communities that consume
pangolin by-products.

Tasmanian Devil
– Sarcophilus harrisii
The world’s largest surviving carnivorous marsupial, the Tasmanian devil, has a thick-set, squat
build, with a relatively large, broad head and short, thick tail. Threatened with extinction from
Devil Facial Tumour Disease (DFTD), funds would help The Save the Tasmanian Devil Program
(STDP) monitor current devil populations, preserve two healthy groups on isolated islands,
support genetic research and promote captive breeding to restock devil numbers. The STDP, an
initiative of the Australian and Tasmanian governments, was established in 2003 following a
national workshop of specialists on the decline of the Tasmanian devil due to DFTD.

Chris Leeson Conservation Officer

DZG Conservation Officer Chris Leeson said the zoo was extremely grateful to its visitors and supporters
who backed our commitment to conservation. He said: “As a modern zoo, as well as helping the wild
cousins of our captive animals, we also feel it’s important to support animals we don’t have here. “The
three species we plan to support are extremely endangered, perhaps many people may not even have
heard of them, but we wanted to shine a light on more obscure creatures which need our help.”
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We’re getting set to spend a whopping
£1 million this year through a variety of
development projects including adding
to our animal collection and enhancing
our facilities for children.
Spring
Luke Perry
Sculptor

Kicking off 2019 is a revamp of our
popular walkthrough Lemur Wood,
which is set to reopen in time for
the Easter holidays.

Luke Perrys artist impression
of sculptor Lemur Wood

We’re spending £100,000 to improve the pathways and steps around the 14 year-old one-acre exhibit ,
adding a rope bridge, as well as creating a large balcony area inside the entrance so less-mobile
visitors can enjoy a better experience and get closer to our free-roaming lemurs.
We’ll also be creating an information base, based on an African hut, so visitors can learn more
about the threats facing lemurs in Madagascar and the conservation work we undertake.
And we’ve commissioned a very special sculpture from Cradley Heath artist, Luke Perry, which
will be arriving later in the year, to help us raise awareness of the plight of the charismatic
species – we’ll be revealing more about that soon!
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In time for the summer holidays we’ll be
providing an additional covered attraction
which we’re sure will be a hit with our
younger visitors, by building a large indoor
playbarn opposite the fairground.
At a cost of around £400,000, the playbarn,
which will be free for members to use, will
include themed wooden play equipment, a
small area for toddlers, catering facilities and
a Changing Places room - an enhanced fully
accessible facility for children and adults
with disabilities.

Summer
Delays in planning permissions has pushed back the
tiger enclosure redevelopment until now after
originally being scheduled for last autumn, but
we’re forging ahead with plans to level the
tiger house and rebuild with new off-show
and on-show dens, creating new indoor
visiting areas, as well as extending the
paddock by a quarter and creating extra
climbing frames and platforms for our
stunning Sumatrans.

Following the six-week school holidays we’ll
be getting to work on our two exciting
£250,000 visitor vote winning animal projects
– the tiger extension and bear ravine – with
the aim to have them both complete by
Easter 2020.

Autumn

At the same time we’ll be starting
work on bringing a breeding group
of orphaned European brown bears
from Slovakia to DZG. By using part of
the grade II listed Tecton as a perimeter
fence we’ll also be incorporating the
hillside bank behind the ravine into the
enclosure, which will give the bears access
to the trees and we’ll be building indoor
dens at the far end of the paddock and a
large climbing frame.
But that’s not all – over the coming months we’re also
bringing in a variety of smaller animals to boost our collection,
including primates, birds and reptiles. And we’re especially looking forward to joining the European
breeding programme for Titi monkeys for the first time as we await the arrival of a female to join our
current male and we’ll be building them a brand new enclosure on the side of the Small Primate
House – so watch this space there’s lots going on!
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Funds soar
for Asian
songbirds
in crisis

Chris Leeson Conservation officer with Nicola Wright Head
of Birds with Songbird crisis keyrings

Just over a year ago, Dudley Zoo vowed to make a
noise about the plight of songbirds stolen from
forests in Southeast Asia – and we certainly have!
As well as raising awareness of the European
Association of Zoos and Aquaria (EAZA) two-year
conservation campaign ‘Silent Forest, Asian
Songbird Crisis’, we pledged to pull in €2,000
to help tackle the crisis.
And we’re thrilled to report that just beyond
the half-way point of the global campaign, we’ve
already topped our target – thanks to the
generosity of our visitors and contributions
from the zoo.
Reaching our initial target means we’ve met
the bronze fundraising level and with over
€3,000 now collected in we have already
achieved the silver level. So that means we
are now going for gold and aiming towards
gathering in €5,000!
The more money we can raise, the more
we can do to save millions of Asian songbirds
from extinction.
Some of the most sought-after species are
traded as pets or stolen to take part in
singing contests, with others used as status
symbols or for export, traditional medicine
and food.
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Since then we’ve held awareness events
and £1 from every songbird magnet and
cuddly bird sold in our Safari Shop has
been put towards our total.
Bird’s Section Leader Nicola Wright, who
is heading up DZG’s support for the
campaign with Conservation Officer
Chris Leeson, said: “We are so thankful
to everyone who has contributed to this
global effort over the last year and for
playing an active part in protecting
these birds from extinction.
“We are delighted that in just over
12 months we have surpassed our
initial target and our aim for 2019 is to
see if we can get to €5,000 and really
make a difference.”
Sadly there is a huge demand for live
songbirds in Southeast Asia, affecting
hundreds of species and involving
millions of birds each year.
The Greater Sunda region – made up
of Brunei, western Indonesia, Singapore,
Malaysia, southern Myanmar and
southern Thailand – is home to more
than 850 bird species.

Anyone wanting to donate to the campaign
can do so via Justgiving by texting DZ0011
and then the amount to 70070.

Special guided tour for
Eileen Skinner

Assistant Curator Jay Haywood pictured with
Eileen Skinner and Head of Upper Primates
Pat Stevens.

We held a special guided tour for former head of section Eileen Skinner after unearthing her
old keepers’ diary from 50 years-ago.
The diary discovery, which we featured in the winter edition of ZooNooz, was found when staff
began building the binturong enclosure and featured Eileen’s handwritten records about the
1969 ungulate section.
And current head of ungulates, Assistant Curator Jay Haywood, who started work on Eileen’s
section in 1999, was on hand to give her the VIP visit alongside Upper Primates Section Leader
Pat Stevens, who also worked alongside her.
Jay said: “It was lovely to see Eileen again and show her all the changes, of which there’s been a
lot since she left and it was great to hear all her stories as we walked around the zoo site. “She
was wonderful to work with as she had such vast knowledge and experience as she’d
worked here for over 30 years.”
Eileen began working at the zoo in 1968 in Pets Corner, after fancying a change from her office
job and retired in 2000.
Eileen from West Bromwich, said: “I remember the first month was horrific, but then I began to
really enjoy it – I must have done as I stopped for 32 years.
“It was lovely coming back and seeing quite a few faces I still recognised. The basics of the zoo
are still the same, but there have been lots of changes for the better which is wonderful to see
and it was great to hear about the rolling programme of developments and all the new ideas.
“I can’t wait to come back and visit, as I’m especially looking forward to seeing brown bears
return to the zoo.”

£424,648

We’re going ape as we’re over halfway to achieving our £800,000 target to build a new orangutan
enclosure. As ZooNooz went to print we’ve currently got £424,648 in the pot, so we still need your
help with our ambitious appeal to build a new outdoor environment for our four critically endangered
Bornean orangs. Work is expected to begin in winter 2020 and should take six months to complete.
Anyone wishing to donate towards the project can contact andrea.marketing@dudleyzoo.org.uk
for more details, alternatively you can contribute via Justgiving by texting DZ0037 then the
13
amount to 70070.
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Cinema Nights
Back by popular demand

Film fans are invited to grab their popcorn and
picnic blankets and join us for our open air cinema
nights in the castle courtyard and due to popular
demand we’re running FOUR films this year!
We’re showing two movies in May (17-18) as well
as the usual two nights in August (2-3) – and we’ll
be revealing the film titles very soon, so make a
note in your diaries and watch this space!
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Crowds enjoying the Lost Boys

UNDER 5’’S DAY

PICNIC PARTY
Join us for one of our annual Under 5’s days this year!

WEDNESDAY 26th and THURSDAY 27th JUNE, 2019
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meet Monty the Monkey & Friends
Fancy Dress Parade
Goody Bags
Balloon Modelling
Tombola
Animal Encounters
Flip & Dippy’s Puppet Show
Face Painting

14 BOOK ONLINE NOW www.dudleyzoo.org.uk or call 01384 215313

Kidz Stuff

Who’s this cosy cutie?
Any idea which of our adorable animals is too snug to stir?
Keepers caught this little one curled up one chilly morning and took this
snuggly snap. For the chance to win one of our new family admission
tickets, we’re asking ZooNooz readers to identify the species of this
sleeping beauty! The winner will be drawn from all correct answers.
Good luck with your guesses!

Send a answers to
competition@dudleyzoo.org.uk
giving your name, age & contact details
and subject “who’s the cosy cutie?”
by 30th April 2019.

NAME THE
COSY CUTIE?

WIN

A FAMILY TICKET
TO THE ZOO
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Indoor & Outdoor Events

Our Outreach squad have a
busy few months ahead as they
hit the road to spread the word
about DZG.

*Pictures from our
outreach event
in the Mander Centre
Wolverhampton

Our team, headed by Outreach Co-ordinator
Madeleine Avila-Thomas, will be taking their
mobile roadshow around the Midlands as they
travel to fairs, festivals, libraries, care homes
and museums to help educate members of
the public about the zoo and its conservation
work. Madeleine said: “Our diary is already
filling up fast and we can’t wait to get out
and about to meet people.
“Outreach is a great way to engage with the
public and talk to people about the animals
we have at the zoo and our commitments to
help endangered animals in the wild, with
the help of the small creepy crawlies and
cuddly creatures we take along with us, as
well as various biofacts and face painting.”
If you’re hosting an event this year, why not
bring DZG to you? Packages are available all
year round, seven days a week and can be
tailored for individual events. To make sure
we don’t miss out on your event
email outreach@dudleyzoo.org.uk
Visit us and
pick up a kids
Go Free Voucher
* for one child when
accompanied by one
full paying adult

And why not come and say hello
to us at the following events:

St Richard’s Canal Festival
Saturday, May 4 – Monday, May 6
British Mini Day at Himley Hall
Sunday, May 12
Staffordshire County Show
Wednesday, May 29 – Thursday, May 30

Outreach Co-ordinator
Madeleine Avila-Thomas

www.dudleyzoo.org.uk

Details are correct at time of going to press. We reserve the right to close parts of the Zoo and Castle as necessary. Please call prior to visiting. Dudley Zoological Gardens cannot be held responsible for any error,
subsequent alterations or inconveniences arising therefrom.

